Drawing is a powerful tool that can be used to convey rich perceptual information about objects in the world. What are the neural mechanisms that enable us to produce a recognizable drawing of an object, and how does this visual production experience influence how this object is represented in the brain? Here we evaluate the hypothesis that producing and recognizing an object recruit a shared neural representation, such that repeatedly drawing the object can enhance its perceptual discriminability in the brain. We scanned participants using fMRI across three phases of a training study: during training, participants repeatedly drew two objects in an alternating sequence on an MR-compatible tablet; before and after training, they viewed these and two other control objects, allowing us to measure the neural representation of each object in visual cortex. We found that: (1) stimulus-evoked representations of objects in visual cortex are recruited during visually cued production of drawings of these objects, even throughout the period when the object cue is no longer present; (2) the object currently being drawn is prioritized in visual cortex during drawing production, while other repeatedly drawn objects are suppressed; and (3) patterns of connectivity between regions in occipital and parietal cortex supported enhanced decoding of the currently drawn object across the training phase, suggesting a potential substrate for learning how to transform perceptual representations into representational actions. Taken together, our study provides novel insight into the functional relationship between visual production and recognition in the brain.
Each participant was randomly assigned two of these objects to view and draw repeatedly (trained); the remaining two objects were viewed but never drawn (control). (B) Before and after the production phase, participants viewed all objects while performing a 2AFC recognition task. (C) On each trial of the recognition phase, one of the four objects was briefly presented (1000ms), followed by a 900ms response window. On each trial of the production phase, one trained object was presented (3s), followed by an 35s drawing period (i.e., 23TRs).
3.1) and also lay within the anatomically defined ROI boundaries (in either visual cortex or parietal cortex) were included. 161 To avoid statistical dependence between this procedure used for voxel selection and for subsequent classifier-162 based analyses, we defined participant-specific activation maps in a leave-one-participant-out fashion. That is, a 163 held out participant's production mask was constructed based solely on the basis of task-related activations from 164 all remaining participants. Once each participant's mask was defined, we took the intersection between this map 165 and the participant's own anatomically defined cortical segmentation to construct the production-related ROIs 166 in V1, V2, LOC and parietal cortex. We had no a priori predictions about hemispheric differences, so ROI 167 masks were collapsed over the left and right hemispheres. 168 Measuring object evidence during recognition and production phases 169 In order to quantify the expression of object-specific information throughout recognition and production, we 170 analyzed the neural activation patterns across voxels associated with each object ( to account for hemodynamic lag. We used these patterns to train a 4-way logistic regression classifier with L2 174 regularization to predict the identity of the current object in either held-out recognition data or production data.
175
This procedure was performed separately in each ROI in each participant, and all raw neural activation patterns 176 were z-scored within voxel and within run prior to be used for either classifier training or evaluation.
177
To measure object evidence during recognition, we applied the classifier in a 2-fold crossvalidated fashion 178 within each of the pre-production and post-production phases, such that for each fold, the data from one run 179 were used as training, while the data from the other run were used for evaluation. Aggregating predictions 180 across folds, we computed the proportion of recognition trials on which the classifier correctly identified the 181 currently viewed object, providing a benchmark estimate of how much object-specific information was available 182 from neural activation patterns during recognition. We constructed 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for estimates 183 of decoding accuracy for each ROI by bootstrap resampling participants 10,000 times.
184
To measure object evidence during production, we trained the same type of classifier exclusively on data 185 from the initial recognition phase, which minimized statistical dependence on the classifier based on pre-and 186 post-production phases. We then evaluated this classifier on every timepoint while participants produced their 187 drawings, which consisted of the 23 TRs following the offset of the image cue, shifted forward 3 TRs to account train classifier on recognition data Figure 2 : Measuring object evidence in activation patterns during recognition and production. (A) For each participant, anatomical ROIs were defined using FreeSurfer. Activation patterns across voxels in each ROI were extracted for each recognition trial and for all timepoints of each production trial. These activation patterns can be expressed as vectors in a k-dimensional vector space, where k reflects the number of voxels in a given ROI. (B) Evidence for each object was measured using a 4-way logistic regression classifier trained on activation patterns from recognition runs to predict the current object being viewed or drawn (e.g., bed), and discriminate it from the other three objects (i.e., bench, chair, table). This classifier can be used to measure both the general expression of object-specific information, measured by classification accuracy, as well as the degree of evidence for particular objects, measured by the probabilities it assigns to each. (C) To measure object evidence during recognition, this classifier was trained in a run-wise crossvalidated manner within each of the pre-production and post-production phases. To measure object evidence during production, the same type of classifier was trained on data from the initial recognition phase.
Because this type of classifier assigns a probability value to each object, it can be used to evaluate the strength of evidence for each object at each timepoint. To evaluate the degree to which the currently drawn 191 object (target) was prioritized, we extracted the classifier probabilities assigned to the target, foil, and two 192 control objects on each TR during drawing production. We then used these probabilities to derive metrics that 193 quantify the relative evidence for one object compared to the others. Specifically, we define 'target selection' 194 as the log odds ratio between the target and foil objects (ln[p(target)/p( f oil)]), which captures the degree to 195 which the voxel pattern is more diagnostic of the target than the foil. We define 'target evidence' as the log odds 196 ratio between the target and the mean natural-log probabilities assigned to the two control objects for each time 197 point, which captures the degree to which the voxel pattern is more diagnostic of the target than the baseline 198 control objects. We likewise define 'foil evidence' as the log odds ratio between the foil object and the mean 199 natural log probabilities for the two control objects, which captures the degree to which the voxel pattern is 200 more diagnostic of the foil than the baseline control objects. For each ROI within a participant, we compute the 201 average target selection, target evidence, and foil evidence across time points in all four production runs, then 202 aggregate these estimates across participants to compute a group-level estimate for each metric and CI derived 203 via bootstrap resampling of participants 1000 times.
204
Connectivity pattern similarity analysis 205 The foregoing approach to analyzing multivariate neural representations focused exclusively on spatial activa-206 tion patterns within anatomically defined regions. However, given that visual production inherently entails the 207 coordination between posterior perceptual and downstream action-oriented systems, we developed an approach 208 to explore how sensory information is transmitted between regions. Specifically, because prior work has indi-209 cated that parietal cortex is also engaged during visual production (Vinci-Booher et al., 2018), we measured how 210 activation patterns in visual cortex are related to activation patterns in parietal cortex during drawing production.
211
For each pair of ROIs (e.g., V1 and Parietal), we extracted the connectivity pattern from every production 212 trial ( Fig. 3 ). Each connectivity pattern consists of the m x n pairwise temporal correlations between every 213 voxel in one ROI (containing m voxels) with every voxel in the second ROI (containing n voxels). The temporal 214 correlation between each pair of voxels reflects the correlation between the activation timeseries for the first 215 voxel and the activation timeseries for the second voxel, over all 23 TRs in each production trial.
216
For each pair of ROIs, we then trained a 2-way logistic regression classifier to discriminate the target vs.
217
foil objects based on these connectivity patterns. The classifier was trained in a run-wise crossvalidated manner 218 within the first two runs (early) and the final two runs (late) of the production phase. Voxels in each of several anatomical ROIs (i.e., V1, V2, LOC, Parietal) that were also consistently engaged during the production task were included in this analysis. To determine which voxels were consistently engaged during production, while minimizing statistical dependence between voxel selection and multivoxel pattern analysis, a production task-related activation map was generated in a leave-one-participant-out manner. (B) Connectivity patterns were computed for each trial, for each pair of ROIs. Each connectivity pattern consists of the set of m x n pairwise temporal correlations between every voxel in one ROI (containing m voxels) with every voxel in the second ROI (containing n voxels). The temporal correlation between each pair of voxels reflects the correlation between the activation timeseries for the first voxel and the activation timeseries for the second voxel, over all 23 TRs in each production trial. (C) Connectivity patterns were used to construct a 2-way logistic regression classifier to discriminate the currently drawn object (target) from the other trained object (foil). This classifier was trained in a run-wise crossvalidated manner within the first two runs (early) and the final two runs (late) of the production phase. (D) Target selection, the degree to which the target was prioritized over the foil, was defined as the log odds ratio between the target and foil objects.
which the connectivity pattern was more diagnostic of the target than the foil, we computed target selection, 220 which was averaged over all trials within a phase (early or late). could be used to evaluate decoding accuracy on held-out recognition data in the same regions (Fig. 2) . We 241 computed a 2-fold crossvalidated measure of object decoding accuracy (Fig. 4) , wherein for each of the pre-242 production and post-production phases, the 40 repetitions from one of the two runs were used for training the 243 classifier, while the 40 repetitions from the other run were used for evaluation. 244 We found that the identity of the currently viewed object could be reliably decoded in V1, V2, and LOC The results so far show that there is robust object-specific information evoked by visual recognition of each hypothesized that the neural object representation evoked during recognition would be functionally similar to that recruited during drawing production. Specifically, we predicted that consistency in the patterns of neural 259 activity evoked in visual cortex upon viewing an object could be leveraged to decode the identity of that object 260 during drawing production, even during the period when the object cue was no longer visible. To test this 261 prediction, we evaluated how well a linear classifier trained exclusively on recognition data to decode object 262 identity could generalize to production data in the same regions.
263
For each ROI in each participant, we used activation patterns evoked by each object across 40 repetitions 264 in two initial recognition runs to train a 4-way logistic regression classifier, which we then applied to each 265 timepoint across the four production practice runs. Critically, we restricted our classifier-based evaluation of 266 production data to the 23 TRs following the offset of the object cue in each trial, providing a measure of the 267 degree to which object-specific information was available in each ROI during production throughout the period 268 when the object was no longer visible. Moreover, we ensured that the data used to train this classifier came 269 from different runs than those used to measure the expression of object-specific information in these regions Fig. 4 ).
275
These results suggest that despite large differences between the two tasks -that is, visual discrimination 276 of a realistic rendering vs. production of a simple sketch based on object information in working memory -277 there are functional similarities between the visually-evoked representation of objects in occipital cortex (i.e.,
278
V1, V2, LOC) and the representation that is recruited during the production of drawings of these objects.
279
Sustained selection of target object during production in visual cortex 280 The findings so far show that the identity of the currently drawn object can be linearly decoded from voxel 281 activation patterns in occipital cortex during drawing production. While this speaks to the overall prioritization 282 of the currently drawn target object in visual cortex, it is unclear whether this prioritization is specific to the 283 target. It may be that both trained objects were activated to a similar and heightened degree during the produc-284 tion phase relative to the control objects, because participants alternated between these objects. On the other 285 hand, this alternation may have led participants to selectively prioritize the target object, resulting in the foil 286 object not only being less activated than the target, but also suppressed relative to the control objects. Another question raised by these findings concerned the degree to which object decodability during drawing production 288 was driven by visual recognition of the finished drawing itself, which shared many of the same local visual 289 properties that the object renderings had (e.g., oriented edges), rather than early recruitment of an internal 290 representation of the object that supported drawing production. To tease these possibilities apart, we quantified 291 the relative evidence for each object on every time point during drawing production, in each ventral stream ROI.
292
We found sustained target evidence (target > control) across the production phase in V1 (mean = 0.228; 
297
We also found reliable negative foil evidence (foil < control) across the production phase again in V1 , suggesting that not only is the task-relevant target object prioritized in 300 these regions, but that the presently task-irrelevant foil object is suppressed. Again, we did not find reliable constructed the same type of classifier on the concatenated voxel activation patterns extracted from each ROI, 363 rather than their connectivity patterns. By contrast with decoding from connectivity patterns, we found that 364 when using concatenated activation patterns from V1 and V2, including time as a factor did not improve the 365 model, χ 2 (1) = 0.075, p = 0.784, and time did not predict target selection, β time = -0.030, 95% CI = [-0.257 366 0.181]). There were similarly null effects for concatenated V1/LOC (χ 2 (1) = 0.690, p = 0.406, β time = 0.092, The current study investigated the functional relationship between recognition and production of objects in 380 human visual cortex. Moreover, we aimed to characterize the consequences of repeated production on the 381 discriminability of object representations. To this end, we scanned participants using fMRI while they per-382 formed both recognition and production of the same set of objects. During the production task, they repeatedly 383 produced drawings of two objects. During the recognition task, they repeatedly discriminated the repeatedly 384 drawn objects, as well as a pair of other control objects. We measured spatial patterns of voxel activations in 385 ventral visual stream during drawing production and found that regions in occipital cortex carried diagnostic 386 information about the identity of the currently drawn object that was similar in format to the pattern evoked pattern of connections to downstream parietal regions. As a consequence, our study helps to elucidate the 424 neural content and circuitry that underlie visual production behavior.
425
The current findings are generally consistent with prior work in observing broad recruitment of a network 426 of regions during visually guided drawing production, including regions in the ventral stream and in parietal
